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Erection of 150 apartments on land to the rear of 295 297 Newark Road and associated highway alterations
to Newark Road. (OUTLINE)

Background
Site Location and Description
The application site is located to the east of the River Witham and to the west
of properties located on Newark Road within the Bracebridge area of the city.
The site is designated within the current Local Plan as part of a District MixedUse Centre and the Bracebridge Revival Scheme. To the north is the Walkers
factory and its extensive outdoor operational / parking areas, whilst to the
south is a wooded area with a drainage balancing pond which addresses
surface water from the properties on Newark Road.
The site covers an area in the region of 1.21 Hectares and is currently
accessed by a track between Nos. 293 and 295 Newark Road and is currently
overgrown. It is known to have been used previously for allotments. The site
is visible from the banks on either side of the river.
The application is submitted in outline form for the erection of 150 apartments,
including affordable housing and areas of undercroft and surface parking for
cars. All matters except access are reserved for the site but there is an
indicative layout and scaled perspective drawings for the site. The proposals
would result in the demolition of a property at the road frontage in order to
facilitate a wider access into the site. The layout shows the proposed parking
areas and associated bin storage structures.
Case Officer Site Visit
Undertaken on 9th October 2014 and 3rd January 2015.
Issues
In this instance the main issues are considered to be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Principle of the Development
Flood Risk, Foul and Surface Water and Water Supply
Sustainable Access, Highway Safety and Traffic Capacity
The Design of the Proposals and their Visual Impact
The Potential for Harm to the Amenities of those Living and Working
Nearby
6. Land Contamination and Air Quality and Pollution
7. Other Matters

Policies Referred to
Policies 18, 34, 39, 40, 45A, 46B, 74A; and
The National Planning Policy Framework
Consultations
Consultations were carried out in accordance with the Statement of
Community Involvement, adopted May 2014. Given the timeframe from first
receipt of the application and the restarting of the application, all parties that
were previously consulted or made comments were renotified of the
application. In cases where comments have been duplicated or superseded
the latest comments are referred to.
Responses
Lincoln Civic Trust

Environment Agency

Jacob Tyers
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Mr. Jan L Bogucki
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Clare Sterling
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Trust
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Objection

The application is supported by a Statement of Community Involvement and
the applicants have sought to address many of the concerns outlined.
However, as can be seen from the summary of comments above, residents
vociferously object to the application and a summary of their objections are as
follows:-.

1. The Principle of the Development
There are brownfield sites that could be developed instead of the open green
space; there are empty flats and houses available for sale elsewhere in the
City; and the proposals offer little to the local community.
Loss of trees and wildlife have not been given sufficient consideration.
2. Flood Risk, Foul and Surface Water and Water Supply
Flood water storage and flooding elsewhere have not been addressed and
existing gardens already flood. Permeable paving will not work with a high
water table.
Undercroft parking would not be sensible.
3. Sustainable Access, Highway Safety and Traffic Capacity
The access would be on Newark Road in a position close to the junction of
Maple Street (which serves a large residential area, school, public house and
the Bracebridge Community Centre). This would be dangerous.
There are concerns about the location of the repositioned crossing causing
loss of parking and space for deliveries to take place for the Tesco store,
traffic in the vicinity and the fact that more than 150 spaces may be needed
for the site to ensure vehicles do not park on the streets in the vicinity .
4. The Design of the Proposals and their Visual Impact
The designs of the proposals are inappropriate and would spoil the view of the
cathedral and castle approaching the city. The loss of trees would affect the
character of the area.
5. The Potential for Harm to the Amenities of those Living and Working
Nearby
The scale of the proposals are not appropriate and properties on Newark
Road will be overlooked and lit by the development
The Walkers Factory operates 24/7 with forklift trucks and shunter vehicles
operate in the site which is floodlit. The building closer to the boundary would
be affected by noise from operations and other atmospheric steam venting
from the Company's pellet manufacturing process and venting from fryer
stacks. Details of boundary materials are needed.
Construction noise and disturbance will affect residents during construction
and then development will cause noise as there is currently no development.
6. Land Contamination and Air Quality and Pollution

The development will impact upon the quality of life of the residents in the
vicinity due to air pollution.

Consideration of Issues
1) The Principle of the Development
The principle of the development of the site is affected by a number of
interlinked and sometimes competing issues, all of which are referred to in
detail in this section of the report.
a) Location and Housing Supply
Paragraph 14 of the National Planning Policy Framework (the Framework)
outlines the following in relation to the principle of development:
"At the heart of the National Planning Policy Framework is a presumption in
favour of sustainable development, which should be seen as a golden thread
running through both plan making and decision taking.
For decision taking this means (unless material considerations indicate
otherwise):



approving development proposals that accord with the development
plan without delay; and
where the development plan is absent, silent or relevant policies are
out of date, granting permission unless:



any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and
demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the
policies in this Framework taken as a whole; or
specific policies in this Framework indicate development should
be restricted.

The Council’s Local Plan is silent on housing supply and the Framework
expects LPAs to have a 5 year supply of deliverable sites (para. 49) that
provide for a full range of market and affordable housing, with an additional
buffer of 5%. The buffer should be increased to 20% for authorities who have
persistently underdeliveredunder delivered against their targets and, although
there is some debate regarding what constitutes "persistent under delivery",
the view is taken that the Council does not fall within this category. Sites with
planning permission contribute towards this supply but Councils must also
identify a supply of specific, developable sites or broad locations for growth,
for years 6-10 and, where possible, for years 11-15 (para. 47). The supply can
contain an allowance for windfall sites under certain criteria (para. 48).
As it stands the Council is not in a position to be able to demonstrate what is
called for by the Framework therefore Local Plan Policy in terms of housing
supply cannot be considered up to date. In these circumstances an
assessment of the impacts and benefits of the proposals should be made to
determine whether the development would be in line with the Framework's
presumption in favour of sustainable development. However, the need to

make sufficient provision for housing, and to boost supply significantly,
remains an important consideration.
The Framework calls for planning to make every effort to objectively identify
and then meet the housing needs of the area and responding positively to
wider opportunities for growth (para. 17) and the site is a sustainable position
within the city to locate the additional market and affordable housing required
to meet local demand. Moreover, the location on a main bus route into the city
offers the opportunity to promote sustainable transport choices and
connections to existing areas of employment, schools and other services and
facilities. Consequently, being reasonably sustainable both locally and
strategically, this proposal should benefit from the presumption in favour of
sustainable development unless these are material considerations or policies
to indicate otherwise.
The application therefore falls to be determined on the basis of the site
specific issues identified in the Framework and Local Plan policy to assess
whether the proposal amounts to a sustainable form of development.
Policy 18 of the Local Plan is relevant to the consideration of the principle of
development as the site is designated as part of a District Mixed-Use Centre.
The policy suggests that permission will be granted where it meets the
detailed criteria outlined. Perhaps most important of these for this site is
consistency with the objectives, policies and proposals of the Bracebridge
Revival Scheme outlined in the Local Plan. These are referred to where
relevant throughout this report.
Given that the proposals are not within a Conservation Area, the use is listed
as a complimentary use and there would not be loss of the mixed use
character of the area, there would not be conflict with Points 2, 3 and 6 of the
policy. What is more, Points 4, 5 and 10 of Policy 18 will not be compromised
by the proposals as the quantity/range of shopping and similar uses would be
maintained, the site is not within the Central Shopping Core and residential
use will not be lost. Given that much of the policy is consistent with Policy 74A
it is considered that there would not be conflict with the policy. Points 8 and 9
are dealt with elsewhere in this officer report. However, Point 7 deals with
consistency of proposals with the other policies within the Plan so ensures
consistency in decision-making.
b) Archaeological Heritage
Paragraph 141 of the Framework states that LPAs should ‘require developers
to record and advance understanding of the significance of any heritage
assets to be lost (wholly or in part) in a manner proportionate to their
importance and the impact, and to make this evidence (and any archive
generated) publicly accessible.’
Officers are advised by the Council’s Archaeologist that:

“Newark road follows the course of the Roman Fosse Way, a major highway
between to Lindum Colonia from the south. The site is located approximately
100m to the west of the road on an area of ground that has remained largely
undeveloped since at least 1886 (see attached map). The site also lies some
200m to the north of the Bracebridge crossing over the River Witham, which
has been in use since at least the early medieval period.
Although there is little evidence for archaeology in the area, this largely stems
from a paucity of archaeological work undertaken in the area to date. There is
no indication that the area can be considered free of archaeological material,
and its location along a major approach to the city at a historic crossing of the
River Witham makes it entirely possible that archaeological remains from
several periods may be encountered during the course of groundworks
associated with the development, with the remodelling of Newark Road, or
with the provision of access roads and services to the development.
The proximity of the site to the River Witham also raises the possibility of wellpreserved waterlogged and environmental remains that could provide
information about the development of the surrounding area from the
prehistoric period onwards, as well as preserving former courses of the River
Witham in the form of palaeochannels.”
As such, officers are advised that the archaeological potential of the site is
currently unknown. However, there is the possibility of encountering remains
from the Roman Period onwards, as well as the strong likelihood of
encountering valuable environmental remains. Were Members minded to
approve the application, an archaeological condition would be appropriate.
c) Ecology, Biodiversity and Arboriculture
Paragraph 118 of the NPPF requires LPAs to conserve and enhance
biodiversity by refusing planning permission where significant harm resulting
from a development cannot be avoided, mitigated or compensated for. In this
instance the application is supported by an overall assessment of ecology and
refers to walkover survey and amphibian survey work undertaken in May and
June 2010.
Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust have not specifically commented on the application
as they were not able to view the reports produced. However, they asked the
LPA to address ecology and seek a net gain in biodiversity as part of the
development.
The surveys found the site to not be suitable for reptile species due to the
dense scrub not accommodating basking areas and it is suggested that there
are no local populations that could have colonised the site since its more
recent clearance.
The walkover survey revealed that there is a likelihood that buildings and
woodland to the south could accommodate roosting sites for bats and that the
site would offer good foraging opportunities due to the good shelter offered.

Bats were recorded feeding along the river corridor so the site is adjudged to
be of local importance for feeding. There is no evidence of the drain to the
north of the site providing habitat for water voles, nor any evidence of badgers
using the site. The site is considered to be of local importance for breeding
bird populations, particularly of dunnock, song thrush and starling.
Meanwhile the amphibian survey suggests that the drain to the north provides
poor habitat for great crested newts and other amphibians due to the lack of
aquatic vegetation, food and fluctuating flow reliant on surface water drainage.
Similarly, the ponds in the vicinity do not currently present suitable habitat for
such species. However, the Environment Agency has consent to undertake a
surface water flood alleviation scheme to improve the capacity of the large
pond within the woodland area to the south of the application site. As a result,
it could have potential in the future to improve as an ecological / biodiversity
resource.
The recommendations of the report are with respect to the disposal of
Japanese Knotweed, the retention of mature trees to the edges of the site to
be retained for habitat for bats, and non clearance of bird habitat outside of
the months September to February.
Although the above demonstrated a suitable position in respect of ecology to
enable development to proceed subject to mitigation measures, the survey
work was undertaken four-and-a-half years ago. As such, whilst one could
formulate an argument that survey work should be undertaken again prior to
determination, given that the site layout is not a constrained element of the
scheme, a more pragmatic solution would be that if this application is
successful then a scheme developed for reserved matters should include
such details, as well as how actions towards making a gain in biodiversity.
This is particularly important as any permitted scheme could be anything from
2-5 years away. Should this recommendation be followed in the preparation of
Reserved Matters, officers are satisfied that there would not be harm to the
nature conservation of the aforementioned species. As such, it is considered
that the proposals would accord with the principles of Policy 46B, which seeks
to protect the biodiversity of water environments.
Whilst there is no arboricultural report with the application, the indicative site
layout for the site suggests that it should be possible to retain tree cover to the
perimeters of the site as part of future proposals, whilst also encouraging
lower level planting within the remainder of the site. This would ensure
maintenance of any bat habitat but also the continued contribution of trees to
visual amenity. As such, it is considered that the proposals would accord with
the principles of Policy 45A, which seeks to retain and enhance the
contribution that ecology and landscaping makes to development.
d) Affordable Housing Provision
The Framework maintains the principle of creating sustainable, inclusive and
mixed communities and calls for local planning authorities to set policies for
meeting identified affordable housing needs on site unless offsite provision or

a financial contribution of broadly equivalent value can be robustly justified
(para. 50). However the threshold of 15 dwellings which triggered the need
for an affordable housing contribution contained within PPS3 has not been
transposed into the NPPF.
In such circumstances weight must be given to Policy 57 of the Local Plan
which requires that schemes for 40 or more dwellings or with a site area of
1.5 hectares or more would necessitate discussion with applicants to bring
forth provision of affordable housing. This would be on the basis of need, site
suitability and the economics of provision; and the occupancy should be
restricted to households living in Lincoln or dependent upon Lincoln residents
and unable to afford either low cost housing for purchase (defined on the
basis of the average price of 2/3 bedroomed terraced houses in Lincoln) or
with a composition and income which qualifies them for housing benefit.
The response from the Council’s Strategic Housing suggests that the
Council’s current policy for affordable housing dictates that 20% of all units
should be affordable homes, which means the proposed development would
provide 30 units.
The provision of such housing should be secured either through a Section
106 agreement, which should be signed prior to any planning decision to
secure the affordable housing units, or by virtue of a planning condition. In
the absence of such an agreement the application would undermine the
principles of sustainable development outlined in the Framework.
Compliance would accord with Paragraph 203 of the Framework in relation to
planning obligations.
e) Other Community Infrastructure and Services
The Framework highlights that planning should be a creative exercise in
finding ways of enhancing and improving the places in which people live
(para.17). Perhaps most crucially however, is Paragraph 70 which refers to
new development and states:
“To deliver the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the
community needs, planning policies and decisions should:




Plan positively for the provision and use of shared space, community
facilities (such as local shops, meeting places, sports venues, cultural
buildings, public houses, and places of worship) and other local
services to enhance the sustainability of communities and residential
environments; and
Ensure an integrated approach to considering the location of housing,
economic uses and community facilities and services.”

Meanwhile, paragraphs 173-177 (inc.) set out considerations in relation to
ensuring development viability and deliverability with reference to obligations,
it makes the point that any affordable housing or local standards requirements
that may be applied should be assessed at the planmaking stage, where

possible, and kept under review. However, this is within the context of
paragraph 203 which asks local planning authorities to consider whether
otherwise unacceptable development could be made acceptable through the
use of conditions or planning obligations.
Education Provision
Paragraph 72 of the Framework refers to the importance of ensuring "that a sufficient
choice of school places is available to meet the needs of existing and new
communities." The Framework therefore advocates that LPAs should "give
great weight to the need to create, expand or alter schools".
Officers are advised by LCC Children’s Services that the development would
have a direct impact on primary education provision. LCC therefore request a
contribution to mitigate against the impact of the development upon primary
education at local level. Moreover, based on there being 148 2-bedroom
apartments and 8 1-bedroom apartments proposed, the development would
generate 13 primary school places which would equate to a request of £146,
593.72, which the applicant has not contested. The request appears to be
reasonable and based upon a solid rationale, as such officers are satisfied
that the request would meet the tests required by Paragraph 204 of
Framework with respect to planning obligations.
Playing Fields / Play Space / Local Environmental Improvements
As the development would result in an increase in the number of households
within the locality, the Council would seek to improve or provide play and
amenity and open space that could be utilised by the development (Policies
48B and 65B and Appendix D of the Local Plan). This would accord with
paragraph 73 of the Framework which outlines the importance of the health
and well-being of communities. In this instance, given the scale of the
development it is suggested that £138,000 is secured in order to make such
improvements.
In addition to the above, as there would also be implications upon the local
environment it is considered to be necessary to request an additional £50,000
to enhance the eastern side of the river corridor. This would seem to be more
in line with the environmental improvements sought by the local community.
Moreover, the information available through the local community’s Place
Check scheme indicated that the community seeks improvements to litter and
dog waste bins; the provision of a community garden; repairs to curbs and
footpaths; riverside planting; environmental cleaning and footpath signage.
What is more, this would accord with the aims of the Bracebridge Revival
Scheme which seek to promote better access to open spaces for recreational
and educational use, whilst protecting and enhancing their ecological value.
Based on the scale of the development proposed, a request of the developer
would be made for the sum of £50,000.
The applicant has considered both requests as part of the application and
has, to date, not raised any objections. The requests would need to be

secured through a S106 agreement.
f) Viability and the Section 106 Agreement
The applicant has provided a viability appraisal that has been independently
assessed by the District Valuer. Their response does not wholly agree with
the applicant’s opinion on viability but there would be a need to reduce this
request to 10% of all units and there would be scope for all other S106
contributions to be provided as outlined above. The applicant has to date not
sought to challenge this. However, officers are aware that the provision of
affordable housing would provide a lower developer profit than the applicant
anticipated. Consequently, the situation may change in the future so it is
suggested that this issue needs to be treated with caution and that the future
impacts of this request should be taken into account with the land value when
this is offered to potential purchasers. Furthermore, it is expected that an
overage clause would be justified on the basis of the reduced provision of
affordable housing, as this would enable unexpected profits to be factored in
and revised provision sought where possible.
On this basis, it is the recommendation of officers that were Members minded
to approve outline planning permission then authority should be delegated to
officers to negotiate the Section 106 agreement. If there were any issues
regarding this matter and it is not been resolved or is not being actively
pursued towards a resolution within 6 months of this meeting the Planning
Manager will use his discretion to determine whether it would be necessary for
the application to be put back to the Planning Committee for further
consideration.
2) Flood Risk, Foul and Surface Water and Water Supply
a) The Policy Background
Policies 39 and 40 of the Local Plan refer to the supply of water and disposal
of foul water respectively and require that adequate water resources and
satisfactory means of treating and disposing of any foul water are or will be
available in time to serve development (without detriment to existing users).
Meanwhile, the Framework sets out a strategy for dealing with flood risk in
paragraphs 93-108 inc. which involves the assessment of site specific risks
with proposals aiming to place the most vulnerable development in areas of
lowest risk and ensuring appropriate flood resilience and resistance; including
the use of SUDs drainage systems.
Moreover, the application site lies within flood zone three and Paragraph 100
of the NPPF requires that “inappropriate development in areas at risk of
flooding should be avoided by directing development away from areas at
highest risk”. The NPPF therefore advocates a sequential approach to
development. Consequently, Paragraph 101 of the NPPF requires that new
development should be steered to areas with the lowest probability of
flooding. It makes it clear that:

“Development should not be allocated or permitted if there are reasonably
available sites appropriate for the proposed development in areas with a lower
probability of flooding. The Strategic Flood Risk Assessment will provide the
basis for applying this test. A sequential approach should be used in areas
known to be at risk from any form of flooding.”
Paragraph 4 of the Technical Guidance to the National Planning Policy
Framework provides further guidance on this matter and confirms that:“Where a Strategic Flood Risk Assessment is not available, the Sequential
Test will be based on the Environment Agency flood zones.”
Paragraph 5 goes on to suggest that:
“The overall aim should be to steer new development to Flood Zone 1. Where
there are no reasonably available sites in Flood Zone 1, local planning
authorities allocating land in local plans or determining planning applications
for development at any particular location should take into account the flood
risk vulnerability of land uses (see table 2) and consider reasonably available
sites in Flood Zone 2, applying the Exception Test if required (see table 3).
Only where there are no reasonably available sites in Flood Zones 1 or 2
should the suitability of sites in Flood Zone 3 be considered, taking into
account the flood risk vulnerability of land uses and applying the Exception
Test if required.”
b) The Sequential and Exception Tests
In this instance the LPA’s Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (2010) forms part
of the evidence base for the Core Strategy. The SFRA outlines that the
Sequential Test should be applied in accordance with PPS25 which has been
replaced by the Framework.
In this instance, the site is a key site within the Bracebridge Revival Scheme
area and is allocated within the District Mixed-Use Centre where a mix of uses
are appropriate. Given the importance of this site to the locality it is
considered that its development would be in preference to other potentially
available site elsewhere within Flood Zones 1 and 2. Moreover, the
development would pass the Sequential Test and be in accordance with
Paragraph 101 of the NPPF. In such circumstances the Exception Test
required by Paragraph 102 should be applied.
Firstly, if one can satisfy the Sequential Test then development must
demonstrate that it provides wider community benefit to meet the overall
requirements of sustainable development.
The benefits to the community would be evidently intended to include the
need to avoid social and economic blight. Moreover, the benefits of providing
the proposed apartments in a sustainable location would provide basic
benefits in terms of overall sustainable development but the provision of
affordable housing and other community benefits (as outlined below) would

provide direct improvement to the social well-being of the community.
Particularly as the benefits would be tangible by virtue of improvements to /
provision of community infrastructure / services and betterment within the
wider environment. This would have a longer-term economic and social
impact which could positively affect the viability of the area sufficiently to
outweigh the flood risk implications associated with increasing the number of
residential units and therefore persons at risk from flooding. The proposals
would therefore meet with the requirements of the first part of the Exception
Test in the NPPF (Paragraph 102).
c) Flood Risk and Surface Water Disposal
Part two of the Exception Test relates to the Flood Risk Assessment (FRA)
which should be submitted in support of development and indicates that
development should be safe for its lifetime and not increase flood risk
elsewhere.
The Flood Risk Assessment submitted with the application identifies the
general approach to water management on the site and the risk associated
with the site. In terms of the former, given the predicted speeds and depths of
flooding, the Environment Agency have concluded that over the lifetime of the
development there would not be an unacceptable risk to life from inundation,
however, they have suggested a condition in relation to the flood risk
protection measures. Meanwhile, in terms of the latter, this is to be by
application of SUDs principles and the information provided indicates that a
suitable drainage scheme can be devised which will ensure that the
apartments would be safe from flooding and the risk to other land and
property can be addressed through the scheme of drainage for the site.
The Upper Witham Drainage Board are concerned that the site would be at
risk from flooding from the River Witham and drain to the north of the site
when it is tide locked when the river levels are high. They have suggested that
further drainage work needs to be undertaken to establish the suitability of the
site drainage in order that there would not be flooding caused elsewhere.
However, one could argue that this approach is unreasonable as a FRA must
demonstrate that there would not be flooding elsewhere as a result of
development and the FRA submitted demonstrates that a suitable scheme
can be developed for this site that would deal satisfactorily with the drainage
of the site. It is not for the developer to solve a problem created elsewhere
that is outside of their control when the drainage from their site can be
satisfactorily dealt with.
Moreover, the Environment Agency's position is that surface water disposal
can be addressed by planning condition which should ensure that there would
not be flooding elsewhere resulting from the development. Anglian Water
Services agree that the preferred method of surface water disposal would be
to a sustainable drainage system (SUDS) with connection to sewer seen as
the last option. Given the location of the site, officers consider that the surface
water scheme needs to be designed as part of the proposals so would need
to be included at Reserved Matters rather than before development

commences so if Members were minded to approve outline planning
permission officers would recommend that details be provided at that stage of
the development process.
Overall, a planning condition covering the submission of a surface water
drainage scheme for the site should include hydrological and hydrogeological
assessment of the context. In such circumstances officers are satisfied that
they can advise Members that the proposals would address the legitimate
concerns of residents in accordance with the above policies.
As a result, it is considered that the proposals would pass the second part of
the exception test.
d) Foul Drainage
As part of consultation on the application Anglian Water Services have
confirmed that the site is located within catchment of Canwick Sewage
Treatment Works that is suggested to have available capacity for the flows
associated with the development. Whilst some time has passed since their
consultation response was received, officers are not aware that significant
development has taken place to demonstrate that the same would still not be
the case. Consequently, there would not appear to be a compelling reason to
resist the development upon such grounds.
However, given the scale of the development, it is suggested that it would be
advisable to procure the details of the foul water drainage scheme for the site
at Reserved Matters, in order to ensure that all infrastructure is designed into
the scheme.
e) Water Supply
Anglian Water Services has not raised any concerns regarding the supply of
water and there is no other compelling evidence to demonstrate that there
would be an issue in this regard. As such, it is considered that it would not be
reasonable to object to the proposals on such grounds.
3) Sustainable Access, Highway Safety and Traffic Capacity
a) The Policy Background
A number of policies are relevant to the access, parking and highway design
of residential proposals. The NPPF through paragraph 35 requires that:
“developments should be located and designed where practical to [amongst
other things] give priority to pedestrian and cycle movements, and have
access to high quality public transport facilities; and should be located and
designed where practical to create safe and secure layouts which minimise
conflicts between traffic and cyclists or pedestrians, avoiding street clutter and
where appropriate establishing home zones".
Meanwhile, Policy 18 of the Local Plan requires that development must not

result in levels of traffic or on-street parking which would cause either road
safety or amenity problems; and the Bracebridge Revival Scheme seeks to
reduce the impact of through traffic, whilst improving access for public
transport and cyclists; and improve traffic circulation throughout the Area,
paying particular regard to the access needs of local residents and
businesses.
b) The Matters to be Considered
Initially, it is important to note that the proposal is to include facilities for
approximately 150 car parking spaces and therefore could give rise to a
significant number of additional vehicle movements. Therefore it is important
to consider the implications of the proposals upon the highway network from
both a safety and capacity perspective.
Objections to the application cite a number of highway matters and are
referred to above. Whilst the loss of on-street parking due to the movement of
the pedestrian crossing facility is regrettable, the movement of this facility is a
highways matter and they are satisfied that it can be moved as part of their
policies and procedures. Moreover, the location of a pedestrian crossing
should be in order to provide amenity for the easier access and movement of
pedestrians; and it is suggested to officers that most pedestrian movements
are to the north of the current location so the proposed location would be
more desirable.
Similarly, the indiscriminate parking on the street appears, from evidence
provided by residents, to take place at present, as such it is considered that
the subsequent changes to the pedestrian crossing location would not directly
resolve this issue. However, the changes to the highway layout in the vicinity
also include two new parking bays positioned on thee southbound side of
Newark Road, one to the frontage of the Gatehouse in with a realigned
junction to Maple Street and a second to the frontage of the terrace of shops
to the north of here (to the south of Tesco).
Following consultation with the County Council as Highway Authority no
objection or further comment has been made in respect of the issues of traffic
impacts/capacity or safety in the wider area. There is therefore no evidence
from the relevant authority to suggest matters of congestion or safety are so
severe that refusal is warranted in relation to traffic generation or road safety
from the proposed development and they have requested improvements to
current infrastructure along with Travel Planning to ensure the development
endorses sustainable travel through modal shift away from private motorised
vehicles. This should address the concerns of residents regarding the number
of car parking spaces available to future residents.
The application is supported by a Transport Assessment, which has been
assessed by the Highway Authority and they request that any grant of
permission includes conditions in relation to high specifications and
construction as well as a Section 106 Agreement to cover highway works
necessary as part of the development.

The Council's Pollution Control Officer has also considered the application
and suggests a further planning condition to cover pollution reduction and
efficient travel. Moreover, it is suggested that vehicle charging is available as
part of the development. As this would promote reduction in production of
greenhouse gases it is considered that it would be appropriate to seek this as
part of the development, particularly given that the number of small
households.
As such, officers recommend that there would not appear to be reasonable
grounds to object to the application on this basis, particularly as the planning
conditions would pass the tests applicable. However, if the discussion /
negotiation of these conditions / elements of the necessary Section 106
agreement has not been resolved or is not being actively pursued towards a
resolution within 6 months of this meeting the application will be put back to
the Planning Committee for further consideration.
4) The Design of the Proposals and their Visual Impact
a) The Policy Background
So far as this issue is concerned, the Council, in partnership with English
Heritage, have undertaken the Lincoln Townscape Appraisal (the LTA), which
has resulted in the systematic identification of 105 separate “character areas”
within the City. The application site lies within the Upper Witham Valley
Character Area. While the associated LTA for this area does not have the
status of a formally-adopted development plan policy, the Planning Inspector
for an appeal in December 2012 found that it “represents a valuable tool to
enable appropriate decisions on individual planning applications to be made,
in support of “saved” Local Plan Policy 34, which refers to design standards
and expects new buildings to meet a number of criterion in relation to
buildings themselves, the overall layout and relationship with neighbouring
properties. This policy would to be in line with the policy principles outlined in
Paragraphs 17, 58, 60, 61 and 64 of the Framework.
Moreover, the Framework states that good design is a key aspect of
sustainable development and is indivisible from good planning. Design is to
contribute positively to making places better for people (para. 56). To
accomplish this development is to establish a strong sense of place, using
streetscapes and buildings to create attractive and comfortable places to live
and responding to local character and history (para. 58). It is also proper to
seek to promote or reinforce local distinctiveness (para. 60).
The LTA describes the area as follows:
Upper Witham Valley Character Area is a mosaic of open spaces including
woodland, river, smaller watercourses, allotments, agricultural land, scrub and
grassland. This mosaic changes in character from north to south with
allotments and more urban uses to the north, wooded and grazed areas in the
centre and open farmland extending into the Lincolnshire Fen to the south.

This continuous green ‘corridor’ brings the countryside into the City.
The watercourses, including the River Witham and several associated drains,
with their associated footpaths and cycleways, create linear features in the
landscape. There is a range of uses in the area including walking and cycling
for leisure, a transport corridor into the City, allotments, grazing and farming.
The ecology of the area is also varied, with a range of habitats and species.
The river and drains contain many aquatic and wetland species such as
shining pondweed, common duckweed, Nuttall’s waterweed and waterplantain. There are also areas of woodland, allotments, horse-grazed land,
scrub and remnants of an orchard.
Views within and out of the area are very impressive, especially the views of
the Cathedral and north escarpment which give a sense of approaching the
City, as well as the linear views along watercourses, in particular the River
Witham and views to open countryside from the south.
b) The Matters to be Considered
As alluded to elsewhere, the principle of developing the site is acceptable due
to the land use designation but the visual implications of the proposals for the
site are key to the assimilation of development into its context. For the
purposes of this application, the details of appearance, landscaping, layout
and scale are all indicative of how the development could appear and are not
constrained. However, being pragmatic, based on the parameters of the
development, they give a very good indication of the potential progression for
the proposals.
Whilst the proposals would result in the further punctuation of the street
frontage and removal of an existing building, the presence of a street
perpendicular to Newark Road is not uncommon in the grain of established
development. Officers are therefore satisfied that these changes to the local
environment would not be in conflict with the aims of the Bracebridge Revival
Scheme listed in the Local Plan or harmful to the LTA Character Area.
Conversely, the indicative frontage provided for the eastern bank of the river
corridor would assist in creating a pleasant place in which to live, whilst
preserving the river as a viewing corridor. Moreover, the scale of the buildings
would sit comfortably in this context and be of a form that would be
complimentary to other recent developments in the locality (principally the new
residential scheme at the corner of Rookery Lane and Newark Road).
Furthermore, the pedestrian environment would be more attractive as the
current access into the land to the rear of Newark Road is not wellmaintained.
An indicative system of routeways within and connecting to Newark Road and
the riverbank are shown, along with parking and possible drainage solutions.
The presentation also includes visuals within the development. All details will
be subject to the necessary reserved matters application at a later date but for
the purposes of this application the indicative plans demonstrate that a well

designed development could be accommodated on the land. This is in
compliance with the thrust of the Framework and significant weight should be
given to this matter. As such, officers would advise Members that there would
not appear to be grounds to resist the development in this regard.
5) The Potential for Harm to the Amenities of those Living and Working
Nearby
a) The Policy Background
Policy 34 of the Local Plan refers to the amenities which occupiers of
neighbouring properties may reasonably expect to enjoy and suggests that
these must not be harmed by, or as a result of, the development. Meanwhile,
Policy 18(8), refers to the fact that “development must not harm the local
environment, or the amenities which occupiers of nearby properties may
reasonably expect to enjoy, (for example, by causing unacceptable levels of
disturbance, noise, smell, fumes, dust, grit or other pollution, or reducing
daylight, outlook or privacy to an unacceptable degree) bearing in mind that all
the mixed-use Areas should provide a satisfactory environment for homes”.
These policy considerations would generally be in line with the policy
principles outlined in Paragraphs 17, 59 and 123 of the Framework. Indeed,
Paragraph 123 of the Framework suggests that “decisions should aim to…avoid
noise from giving rise to significant adverse impacts on health and quality of life as a
result of new development”.
b) Noise
The site access is proposed to utilise the existing narrow access serving the
site and adjacent properties to the north and be widened to take in the land
occupied by Nos. 295-297 Newark Road, including the building at the street
frontage. The result of this is that traffic would be introduced to the side/rear of
Nos. 299-301 and greater traffic to the side/rear of 293 Newark Road.
However, it is evident that commercial activities occur in buildings to the rear
of the latter and it is clear that all those properties and any residential
accommodation above would experience a high level of disturbance by virtue
of the heavily trafficked nature of Newark Road. As such, in this instance,
whilst it is inevitable that there would be noise created by additional traffic
from the development and this may create disturbance from time to time, this
would not be any different than any other residential street in the locality or so
harmful to warrant the refusal of the application on the basis of unacceptably
diminished amenity in the context of the above policies.
Similarly, it is also considered that the distance of the indicatively laid out car
parking areas from the majority of premises on Newark Road would also
ensure that any noise caused by engines revving, car doors slamming or
people movements within these areas would not be experienced in such an
unacceptable capacity to warrant the application being rejected on such
grounds in the context of the above policies. Those premises that are situated
to the rear of the frontage premises should also not be inconvenienced to an

unacceptable degree
Furthermore, a suitably designed construction management plan should
ensure that there would not be harm caused to the amenities of the adjacent
properties through development of the site.
Finally, on this aspect, the Council's Pollution Control Officer has highlighted
that the northern end of the proposed development site will be located
reasonably close to the Walkers’ factory site, which is understood to operate
continuously and, therefore, there is significant potential for noise from
activities on the factory site to impact future residents of the proposed
apartments if adequate mitigation is not provided. In the context of the
Framework, officers must also consider the implications upon the operational
capacity of the established business. As such, if Members are minded to grant
outline planning permission then it is recommended that a noise assessment
is requested to address offsite noise sources and develop mitigation where
necessary.
c) Lighting
Based on the scale of car parking areas proposed it is likely that external
lighting will be required and such a lighting scheme, if included in the
development, would have the potential to have a detrimental impact within the
area if not designed to an appropriate standard. As such, if Members are
minded to grant outline planning permission then it is recommended that a
planning condition be imposed to procure an impact assessment in relation to
light and any mitigation measures that are necessary to minimise the impact
of light from all external lighting.
d) Other Aspects of Amenity
Given that the application is only n outline form and details of layout and scale
are not constrained, it is difficult to determine if there would be any significant
harm upon the occupiers of the occupiers of neighbouring properties with
respect to scale, overlooking/loss of privacy or loss of light. To make broad
generalisations would be dangerous and unlikely to carry much weight if an
application were resisted.
e) Summary on Amenity
In this case it is considered that the indicative details suggest that a suitably
designed scheme could be presented at Reserved Matters to ensure that the
development would be compliant with the above considerations and the
concerns expressed by members of the public and other parties.
6) Land Contamination and Air Quality and Pollution
a) The Policy Background
Paragraph 109 of the NPPF introduces on contamination and suggests that

“the planning system should contribute to and enhance the natural and local
environment by [amongst other things] preventing both new and existing
development from contributing to or being put at unacceptable risk from, or
being adversely affected by unacceptable levels of soil, air, water or noise
pollution or land instability”.
Paragraph 120 expands upon this and suggests that “to prevent
unacceptable risks from pollution and land instability, planning policies and
decisions should ensure that new development is appropriate for its location.
The effects (including cumulative effects) of pollution on health, the natural
environment or general amenity, and the potential sensitivity of the area or
proposed development to adverse effects from pollution, should be taken into
account. Where a site is affected by contamination or land stability issues,
responsibility for securing a safe development rests with the developer
and/or landowner.”
In addition Paragraph 121 states that planning decisions “should also ensure
that:
 the site is suitable for its new use taking account of ground conditions
and land instability, including from natural hazards or former activities
such as mining, pollution arising from previous uses and any
proposals for mitigation including land remediation or impacts on the
natural environment arising from that remediation;
 after remediation, as a minimum, land should not be capable of being
determined as contaminated land under Part IIA of the Environmental
Protection Act 1990; and
 adequate site investigation information, prepared by a competent
person, is presented.”
b) Land Contamination
In this instance the application has been assessed by the Environment
Agency and the Council's Pollution Control Officer and due to past uses on
and in the vicinity of the site there is the potential for significant contamination
to be present. The application is supported by a preliminary risk assessment
for the site which indicates that a site investigation is required. Furthermore,
given the EA's differing role in contamination matters they seek a non-generic
planning condition in relation to surface water drainage not being infiltrated
without approval of the Council to avoid pollution to ground water. As such,
were Members minded to approve outline planning condition, it is considered
that it would be acceptable to deal with this matter through the submission of
details reserved by planning conditions.
c) Air Quality and Pollution
Officers are informed by the Council's Pollution Control Officer that Newark
Road forms part of the Council’s Air Quality Management Area for nitrogen
dioxide, as well as the city wide Air Quality Management Area for PM10
(particulate matter smaller than 10 microns). As alluded to elsewhere, it is
noted that the proposed development is likely to include facilities for

approximately 150 car parking spaces and therefore is likely to give rise to a
significant number of additional vehicle movements and associated pollutant
emissions. This would therefore be classified as ‘major’ in terms of potential
air quality impact.
For such developments, it is essential that the potential air quality impact is
fully assessed in order to determine the likely effect on public health and the
environment. Such an assessment should quantify the likely changes in
pollutant concentrations and/or exposure to poor levels of air quality by
relevant receptors. It is important that this assessment takes account of
cumulative impacts of other committed developments and must include
impacts during the demolition/construction phase as well as the operational
phase of the proposed scheme. The assessment should also identify
appropriate mitigation measures and seek to model their impact.
In addition, the air quality assessment should include a calculation of the
environmental damage costs resulting from mass emissions of transport
related pollutants associated with the proposal. This will help determine the
amount of mitigation or compensatory measures required to offset the
scheme’s air quality impact.
The advice from the Pollution Control Officer is that it would be suitable to
utilise a planning condition to address this matter. Consequently, it is not
considered to be a significant constraint to development. As such if Members
are minded to approve outline planning permission of the site, then the
proposal’s potential air quality impacts can be fully addressed at the reserved
matters stage through planning condition.
7) Other Matters
a) Waste Collection
Officers have been provided with the requirements to ensure bin collection
can take place within the development. This includes access for vehicles and
the provision and location of bin storage areas. As the site layout is not
constrained it should be possible to design the scheme at Reserved Matters
to include these details. However, in order to ensure that the amenities of
future occupiers are not compromised by inadequate infrastructure for service
provision it would be reasonable to control this aspect through a planning
condition.
Conclusion
The presumption in favour of sustainable development required by the
National Planning Policy Framework would apply to the proposal as there
would not be conflict with Local Plan Policies in respect of the aforementioned
matters. Moreover, subject to Planning Conditions and agreements under
Section 106 of the Planning Act, the principle of the development is
considered to be acceptable in terms of the following:







location and housing supply;
archaeological heritage;
ecology;
affordable housing provision; and
other community infrastructure and services.

Further to a full surface water drainage scheme for the site, based on SUDs
principles, and a foul drainage scheme, the drainage for the site can be
satisfactorily addressed. The details submitted with this application are fair
and proportionate for this outline application.
It has been demonstrate that there is adequate capacity on the local road
network for the additional traffic generated by the development and subject to
discussion over planning conditions and Section 106 agreements, the
proposals would promote sustainable access arrangements and ensure that
the safety of the users of the highway would not be put at risk.
The design of the estate is indicative of a quality design in its layout and the
nature of the buildings and spaces could, on balance, result in the creation of
an acceptable extension to the settlement which will be sympathetic to its
immediate setting.
With planning conditions / Section 106, the development would not be
unacceptably affected by existing uses and would not result in unacceptable
amenity impacts on neighbouring development.
This conclusion has been arrived at having taken into account all other
relevant material considerations, none of which outweigh the reasons for the
officer recommendation made below.
Financial Implications
None.
Legal Implications
None.
Application Negotiated Either at Pre-Application or During Process of
Application
No.
Equality Implications
None.
Application Determined Within Target Date
No.

Recommendation
It is the recommendation of officers that this application for outline planning
permission be approved subject to the conditions below but with authority to
be delegated to officers to formulate these conditions and negotiate the
Section 106 agreement to include provision of affordable housing, contribution
towards education, contribution to playing Fields / Play Space / Local
Environmental Improvements and additional contribution towards
environmental mitigation. If there were any issues regarding this matter and it
is not been resolved or is not being actively pursued towards a resolution
within 6 months of this meeting the Planning Manager will use his discretion to
determine whether it would be necessary for the application to be put back to
the Planning Committee for further consideration.
Conditions
Planning conditions would need to be in relation to the following matters:
Outline Permission
Reserved Matters Approval (including specific matters to be addressed such
as ecology and waste collection)
Archaeology
Land Contamination
Flood Risk and Drainage
Light and Noise Nuisance Prevention
Reduction of Air Pollution
Highways (including Travel Planning and Specifications)
Report by: Planning Manager
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Correspondence Received
Archaeological Appraisal of 2011/0389/O
Application Reference
Number
Date Registered
Planning Officer
Address

2011/0389/O
31/03/2011
Paul Thompson
Land behind 295/297 Newark Road,
Bracebridge,
Lincoln

Description of Proposed Work
Erection of 150 apartments and associate highway alterations to Newark Road
Designations
Scheduled Ancient
Monument
Listed Building
Conservation Area
Building at Risk
Local List
Grant Aid

Archaeology

Comments
Newark road follows the course of the Roman Fosse
Way, a major highway between to Lindum Colonia
from the south. The site is located approximately
100m to the west of the road on an area of ground
that has remained largely undeveloped since at least
1886 (see attached map). The site also lies some
200m to the north of the Bracebridge crossing over
the River Witham, which has been in use since at
least the early medieval period.
Although there is little evidence for archaeology in
the area, this largely stems from a paucity of
archaeological work undertaken in the area to date.
There is no indication that the area can be
considered free of archaeological material, and its
location along a major approach to the city at a
historic crossing of the River Witham makes it
entirely possible that archaeological remains from
several periods may be encountered during the

course of groundworks associated with the
development, with the remodelling of Newark Road,
or with the provision of access roads and services to
the development.
Key research agendas for the area include;
6.20 – Roman Military Era, Fosse Way Crossing
7.2 – Roman Colonia Era – Bridgehead
8.3.1 – Early Medieval Central Elements/ Reuse of
Roman Infrastructure

Summary

The proximity of the site to the River Witham also
raises the possibility of well-preserved waterlogged
and environmental remains that could provide
information about the development of the
surrounding area from the prehistoric period
onwards, as well as preserving former courses of the
River Witham in the form of palaeochannels.
The archaeological potential of the site is currently
unknown, although there is the possibility of
encountering remains from the Roman Period
onwards, as well as the strong likelihood of
encountering valuable environmental remains. This
potential should be evaluated through a thorough
desk-based archaeological assessment and a
programme of trial trenching, to be agreed with the
City Archaeologist, which will inform any
requirement for archaeological work in advance of
or during groundworks.

Recommendation
Approval with archaeological condition
Officer
Date

Alastair MacIntosh
06/01/2015

